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Hack your 
Technical

Debt

A 3-day hackathon to gather your teams and deliver ready-

to-implement solutions that will significantly

reduce your technical debt in no time.

Facilitated by:
Maxime Castéra
Managing Director ENTERVALS
 

Vincent Jauneau
Product Manager ENTERVALS

> You tackle a major  
   issue for your  
   business.

> Everyone is on board
   highly focused on 
   actionable items.

> Innovation
   Management

> Entervals.com

From helping you select the right working
items to organizing and hosting a great
pitching event, we have every step of your
event covered.
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9:00

We help you determine work topics for the 3 days.
We give you material to communicate internally.
We help you build a momentum with your teams.
We ensure you have all the internal resources to run a successful event.
We brief people internally to become Tech Facilitators and support teams
We provide all the material to make team work visible (KanBan board,
magic white board, etc.).
You benefit from tailor-made documentation for your teams to build the
best pitches and the jury to assess the solutions developed.
Organizing a preliminary Pitching session might be necessary.

Prior the event

Day 2
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Day 1

> Boost your teams 
   cohesion with this 
   unique challenge.

> Promote a fun, efficient 
   and collaborative way 
   of working.

Breakfast and Presentation of the event.
9:30 Teams start working on their solutions, under the supervision of

a tech facilitator.

12:30 Lunch.

13:30 Teams keep on developing their solutions.

19:00 Dinner.

9:00 Team Stand-Up Meeting.

9:30 Teams go back to developing their solutions.

12:30 Lunch.

13:30 Teams keep on developing their solutions.

18:00 End of the day.

Day 3

9:00 Team Stand-Up Meeting.

9:30 Teams keep on developing their solutions.

12:30 Lunch.

13:30 Teams keep on developing their solutions.

16:00 Pitching Session.

18:00 Deliberation and award ceremony.

Programme



For more than a decade he has helped organizations kickstart, deploy, scale
autonomous product teams, locally and globally, from scale-ups to large
corporations.
 
To that end he has developed impactful team development consulting
programs, through his company Entervals and his branded method
TeamPitfalls®. 
 
Maxime finds his passion in pushing the boundaries of Lean & Agile product
development approaches involving deep usage of strategic play techniques.
 
He lives and works by this quote attributed to Plato: "You can discover more
about a person in an hour of play than in a year of conversation."

Maxime has spent the last 12 years leading
engineering organizations in diverse industries such
as medical, aerospace, robotics, A/V or fintech.
 
Either as an external consultant or as part of a
management team, Maxime specializes in making
work, ideas, problems but also people visible in the
organization.

Vincent has a diverse background, as he moved from
the Academic to the Corporate world while evolving in
the innovative and lean ecosystem of startups and
makerspaces.
 
Nowadays he helps organizations developing better
teams, by working directly with teams or at
management level (or both).

Facilitators
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Vincent loves designing immersive and participative learning experiences
to boost collective thinking and make the most of everyone's contribution
and talent within a team.
 
His current favorite quote is: “Inspiration exists, but it has to find you
working.” (Picasso)


